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In this document we shortly explain the models used in ROBOROY. We do not go into the 

details of the machine learning models and feature engineering, because X0PA has a library 

of machine learning models and features, and for different industries and companies, different 

models and sets of features are used. X0PA continuously monitors these models and features 

to ensure the highest quality service for its clients. The models consider location impact, 

industry dynamics, company information, department, and individual candidate 

characteristics. This gives a holistic view of the candidate from both inside-out as well as 

outside-in perspectives.  

 

CV-JD Relevance 

With various text analytics methods, X0PA has structured and designed its own proprietary 

calculation method to measure the relevance of a given curriculum vitae (CV) for a job 

description (JD). X0PA utilizes models such as rule based filtering, geolocation measurement, 

word embedding, topic modeling, supervised learning, and natural language processing to 

estimate the CV-JD relevance score.  

 

Loyalty model 

X0PA defines loyalty as the probability of an employee staying in his or her current 

organization for the next 12 months.  The dataset used in this modeling consists of several 

million employee profiles from various public sources as well as from our partner recruitment 

agency Nastrac. The employee profile contains: 

(i) Individual details such as current and past locations. 

(ii) Educational information such as school information, major received, start and end dates of 

education. 

(iii) Work experience information including company name, job title, start and end dates of 

tenure in the company.  

The above information is used as base features in building the loyalty model. In addition, X0PA 

has created proprietary features that are also used in the loyalty model. This means that 

depending on the industry and firm characteristics, between 32 and 379 different features are 

used in the loyalty model.  
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Performance model 

Performance model forecasts individual employee level performance in his or her current job. 

More specifically, the model forecasts if a given employee or candidate is expected to perform 

better than the average performance in his or her position. The dataset used includes the 

dataset of the loyalty model discussed above. In addition to that, X0PA uses different proxy 

variables for measuring the performance. 

 

Benchmark model 

Benchmark model calculates a similarity score for given person and position by measuring 

how similar the person is to those employees who qualified for the position in the past. Thus, 

this model identifies potential applicants based on common traits found in individuals working 

in similar jobs in the same industry.  That is, by using the power of big data, X0PA analyzes if 

similar candidates have been hired in the past for a given position. The dataset used is the 

same as the one used with the loyalty model discussed above. 

 


